gence, initiative, and determination toward securing various public benefits, such as the development of the Catskill water supply and the construction of the Williamsburg, Manhattan, and Queensborough bridges. Unwilling to bow to political expediency, Mr. McClellan finally turned from these activities to scholastic pursuits. For eighteen years he was professor of economic history at Princeton University, his alma mater. He was also one of the charter members of the American Academy in Rome and its An exhibition of the collection will be held in Gallery E I5, beginning November 8.
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_ of its paste and its high-temperature firing and had followed closely in its traditions.
The McClellan pieces here illustrated suggest various phases of an evolution which, at the beginning, was profoundly influenced by importations from the Orient. The red stoneware caddy (p. 58) not only borrows its shape and its relief patterns from a Chinese model but in its material closely resembles Chinese wares of the Yi-hsing type, which had been brought to Europe somewhat earlier by Dutch traders. The caddy was made by Johann Friedrich Bottger, an alchemist working at Meissen, whose researches had begun with attempts to transmute base metals into gold but who, failing in this, had succeeded about 1708 in producing a stoneware so hard and of so fine a grain that it could be polished on glass-engravers' wheels. When so cut it took on the brilliant appearance of a semiprecious stone. Almost simultaneously Bottger learned how to make a porcelain similar in composition to the Chinese, a discovery which made possible the amazing rise of the Meissen factory and its long domination of the European market. A vase (p. 58) of this early porcelain shows the dependence of the new craft upon forms already established. Just as the earliest automobiles were in truth horseless carriages with dash-boards and lamps, so some early porcelain shapes and applied designs were carried over from contemporary silver.
The European imagination had been cap- 
